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Do you live in Florida?

Free Test Reveals If your
House Has Toxic Mold
Problems!
If you own a home in Florida, this will be the most
important message you will ever read.
Here is why:
More than 70% of all houses in Palm Beach County
are infected with toxic mold. This mold is very
dangerous. And there is a good chance (it‟s probably
only a mattor of time) it will wall make you and your
entire family sicker than you could ever imagine.
Toxic molds can be fatal! It causes many people to
die., and often.., even their doctors don‟t understand
what it was that made these people sick. These are
what experts call “The Big Three”
Aspergillus; This is a contaminant/opportunistic
pathogenic (in plain English, that means “diseasecausing”) mold which can be responsible for asthma,
nerve damage, liver disease, lung disease, heart
disease and severe eye damage. This toxin is so deadly, it is the favorite biological weapon of third-world
terrorist and they make it by the barrel.
The bad news is, many Florida homes also make this
mold and it is commonly found throughout all the
wall cavities of your house.
Stachybotrys: This is another deadly toxin caused
by mold and also manufactured by terrorist. It can be
lethal to animals and children. It is often referred to as
the „baby killer‟ and is believed to be responsible for
killing seven infants in Cleveland, Ohio.
It is found on wet cellulose containing materials like
drywall. It is commonly found in houses after water
damage and usually hides in wall cavities. You should
be especially concerned if anyone in your home is
experiencing difficulty breathing, dizziness, memory
loss, hearing loss, urinary tract infections, gastrointestinal tract lesions,
depression, headaches,
tremors, skin rashes or flu-like symptoms.
It also damages vital organs. Farmers have reported
unknowingly feeding their cattle hay contaminated
with this toxin and then witnessing the cows hemorrhaging from their eyes... just before... they dropped
dead like flies.
Penicillum: Another disease-causing mold responsible for a host of infections... especially... cancer.
Listen: There are dozens more toxic molds (all
found in Florida homes) which mirror these horrible

effects... and... the truth is..

Many Houses In Florida Are
A Million Times More Dangerous
Than ALL The Terrorists In The World!
A good indicator your home is extremely dangerous
is if your home as energy efficient, and... your air
conditioner works extremely well. If your air conditioner cools your house quickly, it means your home
was very tightly built... and... the outer sides of the
walls in your homes could be full of mold-creating
condensation.
That means, every time you turn on your air conditioning unit, you are... “triggering off” a dozen or
more very powerful biological poisons.

Now For The Good News!
There is a company called High Standard Services
which has 100% guaranteed solutions to ALL of the
toxic mold problems in your home. They are so good,
they are the official indoor environmental specialists
for the Kravis Center.
High Standard Services will send a Certified Mold
Specialist to your home and give it a complete mold
inspection and even take an air sample...

100% Free!
If High Standard Services finds disease-causing
mold in your home, they will put you up in a fine hotel
and send a great massage therapist to pamper you (if
you‟ve been living in a toxic house, you really need a
break)... all while.., a certified team of mold remediator's...are making your home100% safe for you to
return to!
So, if you even suspect your home might have a
mold problem, you owe it to yourself and your family,
(especially if children or senior citizens live with you)
to... at least... get the free inspection. All you have to
do is call Patty for scheduling and details at...

(561) 686-MOLD (6653)
P.S. High Standard Services is at 4546 Clemens St. in
Lake Worth (behind the Tax Collector building)
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